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Happy 100th birth-
day to e Trail! Any-
one surprised it lasted this long? For 
a while I thought it was starting to 
show its age, no two ways about it. 
Just last week I saw our old newspa-
per walk into a room, scratch its head 
and then ask me what it was doing 
there. “It’s alright, let’s go nd your 
owner,” I remember saying, gently 
guiding it back to a warm dry shelf. 
Remember when we all heard it get 
up ve times that one night to use 
the bathroom? Or when it burped 
and accidentaly changed the font on 
every page to Times Old Roman -- 
or when it was driving slowly down 
Union with its caps lock on? Re-
member when it changed its mast-
head from “e Puget Sound Trail” 
to “Eh? What? Who has a tail?” Great 
times.
As I was fashioning a small, news-
paper-sized con out of a plastic re-
cycling bin, it occurred to me that 
maybe there are, in fact, two ways 
about it. e Trail might be getting 
old, but it’s getter better too. For a 
school without a journalism degree, 
we collect a pretty talented bunch 
of aspiring journalists who work to-
gether to make one hell of a student 
newspaper. e Trail turns 100 years 
young this month and it deserves a 
celebration! Our paper, which has 
given this school so much, merits a 
little recognition.
is semester I would like to wel-
come all Trail readers to look back 
at what made this newspaper spe-
cial and look forward to some excit-
ing new changes. Every week we will 
be showcasing some of the most tit-
illating, momentous moments from 
the past century in the “Best of the 
Trail: 1910-2010” section of the pa-
per. You’ll be able to enjoy articles 
and advertisements so ancient that if 
you tried to share them with the big 
old tree in front of the S.U.B. it would 
just get confused. 
Today marks the rst issue of the 
100th volume of our school’s student 
newspaper. As we look back and 
marvel at how far we’ve come, it’s 
time to leap ahead once again and try 
something new. is year e Puget 
Sound Trail is hiring more writ-
ers than ever before and launching 
a web site that can stand on its very 
own. It has all the content from the 
paper, and even some content that 
isn’t. is is not your grandmother’s 
blog. Yes, you can comment on arti-
cles. Yes, you can “like” your favorite 
content through Facebook. Yes, you 
can read the most current Hey You’s 
every time you refresh a page.
e Trail is jumping into its next 
hundred years with the internet in 
one pocket and its rich history in the 
other. Now, whether you enjoy the 
smell of ink and paper or prefer the 
hum of your laptop monitor, there’s 
truly something for everyone. So go 
check it out! 
WWW.TRAIL.PUGETSOUND.EDU
As the sounds of construction 
ring across the south end of cam-
pus, it becomes clear that devel-
opment is well underway at UPS. 
Slowly but surely the new Center for 
Health Sciences rises from what was 
once an underdeveloped, underuti-
lized slice of the University of Puget 
Sound’s 97-acre grounds. Designed 
in accordance with LEED Silver 
Standards, the new center will rep-
resent the most recent installment 
of Puget Sound’s Campus Master 
Plan, which administrators proj-
ect to reach completion in 2023. Its 
modern classrooms and state of the 
art laboratory facilities will play host 
to the undergraduate departments 
of Psychology and Exercise Science 
as well as graduate programs in the 
School of Occupational erapy and 
the School of Physical erapy.
e relocation of these depart-
ments presents obvious advantages 
in comparison to their current loca-
tions, all of which appear antiquat-
ed or scattered. Yet surprisingly, the 
switch is not necessarily intended to 
extend their physical capacities. e 
motivation behind the improve-
ment of the facilities utilized by 
each of these programs in fact seeks 
to promote interdisciplinary contact 
between these surprisingly similar 
sciences. For example, on the sur-
face Psychology and Exercise Sci-
ence could not seem more dierent. 
But upon closer examination, sim-
ilarities emerge: both elds require 
lab spaces that facilitate the explora-
tion of the senses and study the hu-
man body whether it be in terms of 
the mind, physiology or behavior. 
e union of these departments will 
promote collaboration and attract 
talented professors and researchers 
while pushing the university to the 
forefront of neuroscience studies, a 
growing eld of great relevance to 
all four programs that will give stu-
dents an edge in their future pursuit 
of professional positions and ad-
vanced degrees.
Professor Robin Foster, profes-
sor of psychology and the co-direc-
tor of Puget Sound’s neuroscience 
program, has been working closely 
with the administration on the plan-
ning and development of the Center 
for Health Sciences. As a represen-
tative on the Steering Committee, 
Foster both represents the interests 
of the psych department and serves 
as a “voice of the faculty,” acting as 
a liaison between sta and admin-
istrators in order to ensure that ev-
eryone’s opinion is heard. “is [psy-
chology] department has been in 
the basement of Howarth for a while 
and hasn’t been able to expand,” Fos-
ter explained. “Psychology is a lab/
experimental-based science and we 
currently don’t have enough facilities 
for research, but these new cutting-
edge and superiorly designed spaces 
will provide exibility and promote 
co-curricular collaboration.” 
ough she voiced her slight dis-
appointment that the move will not 
signicantly increase the physical 
size and capacity of the involved de-
partments, Foster, along with oth-
er departmental consultants, solved 
this problem by focusing on shared 
spaces. Unlike the science depart-
ments housed in Harned Hall and 
ompson Hall, which each have 
their own copy, study and com-
mon rooms, the Center will em-
brace spaces that can accommodate 
the shared needs of each health sci-
ence. “ese departments have com-
mon layers of shared interest,” Foster 
noted, citing as her example the new 
wet-lab which will provide research 
space for Psychology, Exercise Sci-
ence and Neuroscience. 
One might assume that issues of 
allocating space and resources be-
tween departments would be an 
area of contention, yet sources pro-
claim the opposite. Doctor Heidi 
Orlo, professor of Exercise Science 
and the department’s consultant on 
the Steering Committee, noted that 
New building bridges department gaps State of 
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Zipcar Inc., a nation-wide car-
sharing company, launched their 
partnership with the University of 
Puget Sound this semester, provid-
ing students a convenient, environ-
mentally friendly method of trans-
portation. Zipcars are available to 
students all day, every day. 
Last fall, Zipcar Inc. and the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound discussed 
launching a partnership at the be-
ginning of the spring 2009 semester. 
However, it became a summer proj-
ect so that the program would be 
prepared to launch at the beginning 
of the fall 2010 semester. 
During the summer, Todd Bad-
ham, director of security at Puget 
Sound, worked with a representa-
tive from the university’s insurance 
provider to work out a contract for 
the partnership. Katherine Davis, 
associate vice president for treasury, 
and Nicole Mulhausen also worked 
with Badham on establishing the 
contract with the insurance provid-
er. ere was a lot of contract review 
because of all the liabilities, espe-
cially in operating the vehicles. en 
around late July, a contract and the 
launch program were nalized. 
“It’s basically an outside company 
doing business on campus, so real-
ly the university has no obligation to 
train students to be safe drivers and 
make sure they have a clean driving 
record; that’s all on the company. 
e crux of the whole thing was to 
make sure the university wasn’t ex-
posing itself in that way,” Badham 
says. 
Students can register for their 
membership online and once stu-
dents receive their Zipcard, cars can 
be reserved hourly or per day, for up 
to four days. Rates vary from $8 per 
hour or $66 per day on weekdays 
and $9 per hour on the weekends. 
e rates for the Zipcars include gas, 
insurance, reserved parking sports, 
and roadside assistance. 
Puget Sound does not gain any 
revenue from the fees and rates paid 
for the use of the Zipcars by stu-
dents, faculty, and sta. 
Puget Sound has a college-spe-
cic program through Zipcar, 
which is very dierent from most 
car-sharing programs in the sense 
that it allows students who are only 
18 years of age to use the cars. Fur-
thermore, if you are 21 years old, 
then you are automatically part 
of a national membership, which 
means if you travel, you are eligi-
ble to use Zipcars in other areas as 
well. It also works vice versa; peo-
ple who have a national member-
ship can use Puget Sound’s cars. 
Badham remarked, “at in-
creases our usage and gives the uni-
versity some pretty good exposure. 
We have the opportunity to bring 
people to campus who wouldn’t 
normally visit and that is a great 
thing because then people will be 
exposed to the university. It’s a win-
win.”   
Currently, Puget Sound is home 
to two Zipcars, which was the rec-
ommended minimum by the com-
pany for a community of our size. 
Zipcar Inc. will add cars when they 
feel that the program has progessed 
enough at the school.  It is the hope 
of the university that our zipcar 
eet will expand in the upcoming 
years. 
Rental cars for college students, ages 18 and up
By HARRISON DIAMOND
By  DAV I D 
C OH N
By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
New Construction: Departments of Pyschology and Exercise Science will merge spaces.
SEE CONSTRUCTION PAGE 2
Hybrid Vehicles: Zipcars support campus sustainablitity efforts.
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Every year during Orientation, 
the Perspectives component puts 
on a program which promotes rape 
and violence awareness among the 
freshman class.   In years past, the 
program has taken the form of a skit 
entitled “When Hello Gets Out of 
Hand” and has been used as the chief 
venue for discussions about rape and 
sexual violence on campus.  is year, 
however, the class of 2014 was the 
 rst class to go through the Green 
Dot program. 
So what is Green Dot and why 
is Puget Sound using this program 
now? It was designed as an “approach 
to violence prevention that capitaliz-
es on the power of peer and cultural 
in uence across all levels of the so-
cio-ecological model.” It speci cally 
targets all community members to 
be potential bystanders and “seeks 
to engage them, through awareness, 
education and skills-practice, in pro-
active behaviors that establish intol-
erance of violence as the norm.” Ulti-
mately, the goal is to reduce levels of 
power-based violence in one particu-
lar location like a university campus. 
To help you understand the pro-
gram a little better, picture a map of 
Puget Sound’s campus. Now, imagine 
there is a red dot on the map which 
represents one act of violence.    e 
red dots continue multiplying un-
til they are all over the campus map. 
 ese acts of violence will keep oc-
curring unless someone on campus 
steps up to prevent the red dots from 
happening.  erefore, “any behav-
ior, choice, word or attitude that pro-
motes safety for everyone and com-
municates utter intolerance for rape, 
partner violence and stalking” is a 
green dot.  e mission of the Green 
Dot program is to empower students 
to be the “green dot” and try to pre-
vent a “red dot” occurrence on cam-
pus whenever they see one.
Marta Palmquist-Cady, director 
of Student Activities, explained why 
she is so con dent and excited about 
the Green Dot program: “ e rea-
son that I am passionate about bring-
ing Green Dot to the Puget Sound 
community is because Green Dot is 
about prevention and I really believe 
that we can reduce the number of 
people committing these violent acts 
because it is only a few people that 
commit them.  We, the good people, 
outnumber the bad people that com-
mit these acts almost 40 to 1!  I just 
want us all to feel con dent in doing 
our part to make us all safer.” 
Additionally, this program is 
championed by students like Lisa 
Griswold, a senior and Perspectives 
leader on campus. Griswold said the 
program is “very personal because 
the presenters of the program are 
sta  and students on campus, which 
makes it very applicable to the Puget 
Sound community. Also, the fact that 
the University of Kentucky has seen 
a signi cant reduction in violence 
since its initiation is really positive. It 
shows that it has worked somewhere 
else, which gives me con dence that 
it will work here.”  
Welcome Back, Students!
PS
TS
P U G E T S O U N D
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LogJam is a University of Puget 
Sound exclusive annual festival that 
had its ninth event on September 3rd, 
2010. Nearly all clubs, sports, organi-
zations and various departments were 
represented at their respective tables, 
giving new as well as current students 
an opportunity to sign up for extra-
curricular activities. A barbecue was 
provided by Dining and Conferenc-
es Services and spectators enjoyed live 
performances from  e Blues Pow-
er Review featuring the New Blues 
Brothers,  re dancers from Spinergy 
Arts, the Ande Marimba Band, Gar-
den Level and I Know What She Said. 
KidJam activities included a balloon 
artist, in atable houses, arts & cra s 
and games. During the event, a heli-
copter dropped numbered ping pong 
balls on students inside of the “P” and 
“S” letters on Todd Field. Depending 
on which number was on the ball, stu-
dents could exchange them for  spe-
ci c prizes, including vinyl  records. 
A er LogJam, the movie Toy Story 3 
was shown at Todd Field. All day, stu-
dents took advantage of the Book-
store’s ten percent discount on Puget 
Sound merchandise, and the  rst two 
hundred people there popped ma-
roon balloons to win prizes.
 is year’s new clubs include Camp 
Games Club, which partakes in pop-
ular camp games like Big Booty and 
Ninja.  e Circus Club, which hopes 
to participate in activites like  re 
dancing and contortion, is currently 
undergoing a risk review, but it was 
actually founded several years ago. 
Similarly, the Long Board Club just 
passed a liability review and is now 
o  cial.  e Drum Circle Club and 
Puget Sound Dental Club are new-
comers, but by far, the most popular 
new club this year is the Club  at 
Goes to Other Clubs. Nearly 300 peo-
ple signed up for the opportunity to 
participate in the events and activites 
of other campus clubs.
interdepartmental cooperation has 
been emphasized since inception: 
“Everyone  is    bene ting from the 
construction. We’re looking forward 
to sharing ideas and space and hope 
that the concentration of health sci-
ences will lead to productive collab-
oration.” 
Exercise Science arguably bene ts 
the most from the move as current-
ly the department  nds itself scat-
tered across campus, holding o  c-
es in the music building and its one 
lab, shared by four professors, in the 
 eld house. When asked how her de-
partment in uenced the design pro-
cess, Orlo  highlighted the amount 
of research and the numerous visits 
to laboratories across the northwest 
in pursuit of the most advanced con-
 gurations and equipment. “We’re 
trying hard to make sure that there 
is input from our department now 
in order to avoid problems in the fu-
ture.” All this research seems to have 
paid o , as the Center for Health Sci-
ences boasts one of the most sophis-
ticated motion analysis and biome-
chanics labs in the northwest (the 
labs from which it draws many spec-
i cations remain con dential).
 ough the Center for Health Sci-
ences will  nally allow for the mod-
ernization of the programs involved, 
it is not the  rst attempt at creating 
a new home for these  elds. Dur-
ing the construction of Harned and 
the renovation of  ompson, sever-
al of these departments were expect-
ed to expand into the new buildings 
but were ‘kicked out’ of negotiations. 
As a result, many spaces in Harned 
that have been allocated to the natu-
ral sciences remain underused.  is 
attitude of synergy and collaboration 
emphasized by the Steering Commit-
tee seeks to create a space that utilizes 
resources e  ciently while reining in 
excessive spending. Nevertheless, the 
Center for Health Sciences will pro-
mote the University of Puget Sound’s 
goal of academic excellence and act 
as an impetus for development, pro-
ducing advantaged graduates and at-
tracting brilliant minds in these in-
terrelated  elds of study. 
By ANNETTE D’AUTREMONT
Another type of green on campus
CONSTRUCTION
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LogJam 2010: Students explore campus clubs and enjoy sunny skies.
Todd Field club expo
By NATHAN FROMAN
Saturday the 25th (tomorrow),  e Upright Citizens Bri-
gade Touring Company (an improv and sketch comedy 
group www.ucbtourco.com) perform in Schneebeck at 8 
pm, with UT opening. A FREE workshop led by the UCB 
is open to all @ 5p @Schneebeck.  e show is $4 with UPS 
ID, $7 public.
Tickets are now on sale for  e Blanks (Ted’s band from 
the hit TV show “Scrubs”) at the Info Center.  e show is 
on Friday October 8th at 8:30 and tickets are $6 with UPS 
ID. What She Said and Garden Level will open the show.
Fall Election packets are now available in the ASUPS of-
 ce.  ey are due on Monday September 27. Senate is an 
excellent way to get involved and make an impact on your 
fellow students. 
ASUPS will be co-hosting a barbeque with the Greek 
Community on Saturday September 25th at 11 before the 
football game at 1 pm. 
 is week’s campus  lm is Get Him to the Greek. 10 pm 
and a special midnight showing on both Friday and Sat, 
with Sunday showings @ 2:00 pm and 8:00 pm. 
What’s up with ASUPS?
PHOTO COURTESY OF SERNI SOLIDARIS
The Trail is an independent, student-run organization funded by ASUPS. The Trail seeks to produce a credible weekly newspaper that serves as a comprehensive source of relevant 
information to its readership. The Trail acts as an archival record for the university, serves as a link between Puget Sound and the greater Tacoma community and provides an open 
forum for student opinion and discourse. 
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Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at 
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at trail.
pugetsound.edu, and share your voice with us. We will select 
responses each week to publish in the next issue.
Library painting misrepresents diversity 
By Ky le  Nu n es
In the west wing of the Collins 
Memorial Library reading room, 
there is a painting of three young 
black children. e piece, entitled 
“worlds un(sung), heads un(hung)”, 
was given the 2010 Collins Library 
Art Award because it promotes 
“ideas about diversity.” 
I believe that it was a mistake in 
judgement to select and display the 
painting because it poorly represents 
one of the core values that the Uni-
versity most earnestly promotes.
I nd the placement of “worlds” 
befuddling. Because this is a work of 
visual art, consider the composition. 
e piece is a large benderboard of 
laminated poplar which rests on 
the oor. It shows three children, 
the full head of a smiling boy to the 
le, the upper body and head of a 
scowling boy in the middle and the 
head of a pensive third slightly o-
frame to the right. e background 
is a constellation of yellow splotches 
and charcoal streaks. 
Upon spotting the painting, espe-
cially if one spends a lot of time fac-
ing west in the reading room, one 
might wonder, ‘What is the purpose 
of this attention-grabbing piece?’ 
at is not evident from the paint-
ing itself, for it lacks compositional 
integrity. 
ere is no gradation in the depth 
of eld, no harmony or dissonance 
between the gures’ positions, no 
eye-catching mixtures of hue and 
tone. In fact, there appears to be no 
unifying visual element whatsoever. 
at last criticism is not entire-
ly valid. e skin color of the three 
kids shown is the same. In the state-
ment posted next to his work, the 
artist explains that our society is 
awash with media, including images 
of “the suering of many peoples.” 
We oen intellectualize such cultur-
Art: Although it aims to promote diversity, the above painting in the library’s reading room leaves out any notion of multiculturalism. 
see PAINTING PAGe 4
Youth vote 
important 
as ever 
By  Meg a n  Eva n s
If you are a young person with a 
shred of hope that our generation 
is politically powerful, this Novem-
ber’s election is crucial to achiev-
ing the change that Americans were 
promised with Obama’s election.
Two years ago, the United States 
saw one of the strongest unications 
among the 18- to 24-year old age 
group (the age group also referred 
to as “Millennials”), when 68 per-
cent of them propelled Obama into 
oce. 
Recently, however, our age group 
has been less enthusiastic about de-
ning themselves along the party 
lines that were crucial to a Demo-
cratic victory in 2008. 
is is a problem not only because 
it incorrectly portrays our genera-
tion as apathetic, but because it plac-
es Millennials’ typically progressive 
electoral power in the hands of an 
older populous whose more conser-
vative ideals have led to the degra-
dation of our political system. 
A study done by the Pew Re-
search Center shows that far few-
er Millennial voters identify them-
selves as Democrats than they did 
in 2008. By the end of 2009, only 54 
percent of college age people iden-
tied themselves as Democrats, as 
opposed to 62 percent during the 
election fever of 2008.
Scott Keeter, the director of the 
Pew Research Center, speculates 
that the loss of condence may be 
due to the recession and its aer-
math, which has been aecting the 
college-age group with force (NYT).
e New York Times online has a 
visual of what this election will look 
like. e House Democrats and the 
Republicans both have exactly 168 
seats solidly within their reach. To 
achieve a majority, however, the 
Democrats need not only to secure 
the 46 that are leaning towards the 
le, but would also need to win over 
at least four of the tossups. 
is presents a problem for all 
of Obama’s supporters who believe 
in the ideas and policy changes he 
promised to make.
Without a majority in both the 
House and Senate, the changes that 
were voted for in 2008 will never be 
realized. With the college vote up 
for grabs, the weight of older, “red-
der” votes will overwhelm the pro-
gressivism of Millennials.
is election will determine 
whether or not the Employee Free 
Choice Act passes, clean energy 
source standards are set, insurance 
is made available to all Americans 
and  jobs are created for one million 
people, amongst other monumental 
goals. 
For the 76 percent of Puget Sound 
students who do not live in Wash-
ington, remember to follow the po-
litical action in your hometown.  It 
is where your voice can make the 
biggest dierence. It is easy to keep 
track of local politicians online. 
Even calling home to discuss the 
candidates with your parents may 
help you make a decision.
November’s election will answer 
the question: “Why did Americans 
vote for Obama?” Was it because he 
presented an alternative to the ho-
mogeneous presidents of America’s 
past, or because his goals are con-
gruent with what this country tru-
ly needs? Swallowing your pride and 
voting within the traditional two-
party system, however cringe-in-
ducing, is necessary. We need young 
people to speak out, even if it takes 
shape under the partisan language 
of our democracy. 
LoggerCards contradict campus sustainability
By Ni co le  Wi lso n
Ah, the predictable rant about the 
new ID cards. Of course. We could 
spend all day smacking our gums 
about their unattractive design, the 
disastrous lines at the info center to 
receive one and about how all of those 
poor info center workers were sur-
rounded by snippy Loggers during 
the already stressful rst two weeks of 
classes.  
I, however, would like to delve deep-
er on this matter and ask the question 
every class on this campus teaches us 
and that is – why? What was the in-
centive in assigning all students new 
ID cards? 
Security measures? Fine. Updating 
system? Fine. Producing thousands of 
new plastic cards without any expla-
nation as to how they were produced 
or what the administration will do 
with our “old” ones? Not so ne. 
Our campus applauds itself for be-
ing sustainable and advertises itself 
as such. ere are compostable cups 
in the café and S.U.B., recycled note-
books available in the bookstore and 
free reusable mugs for all incoming 
freshmen. 
But there is no longer compost 
available for use on campus, a major 
factor in measuring our environmen-
tal impact. How many people actually 
recycle their own notebooks aer the 
semester, anyway? ose mugs usual-
ly hold other libations only on week-
ends instead of water or coee during 
class.
Other major institutions oer more 
high tech options when updating their 
cards. For example, at the University 
of Utah, your ID card is also used as 
an electronic pass to gain free access 
to all public transportation options in 
the state of Utah. e same is true of 
our peers to the north at the Univer-
sity of Washington. 
Other major universities have tak-
en more corrupt options and have 
partnered with large banks to dou-
ble your ID card as your debit card. 
Subsequently, the university makes 
millions in prot from student fees. 
ankfully, Puget Sound has yet to 
enact this option and will hopefully 
take up the pattern of more progres-
sive universities. 
What is the impact of these new ID 
cards? Is someone in the administra-
tion holding some sort of stock option 
in their manufacturing company or 
something? Did the school hire some-
one and pay them our tuition dollars 
to come up with “Logger Card” on the 
side? Seriously? What will happen to 
the upperclassmen’s old cards? at is 
a lot of plastic (and memories) to toss 
out. 
e idea of a new ID card is not 
all that appalling, but the manner in 
which the University enacted and 
produced the staggering task of giv-
ing each student and faculty member 
a new ID card is contradictory and 
detrimental to its “sustainable” cam-
pus ideology. 
For all the trouble the “Puget 
Sound” has been going through to 
remarket itself, they should have at-
tached new privileges to these cards 
to make them more than merely a 
cosmetic improvement. Current stu-
dents deserve attention and care just 
as much as prospective students. 
Identification cards should bring students new access and privileges
Identification: Senior Katherine Buckley shows off her new LoggerCard. As flashy as they may 
be, the cards are merely a cosmetic improvement without offering students any benefits. 
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al artifacts, he explains, but in so do-
ing, “we discard the articles and im-
ages of the less fortunate.” 
e artist’s sentiment is both re-
spectable and timely, but for all that 
rhetoric, the painting itself does not 
engage in a forward-thinking de-
bate. 
ere is nothing overtly racial 
about the piece, besides the fact 
of the boys’ skin color. e artist 
writes, “I paint as a way of honoring 
those who have had to bear the ex-
ternalities and collateral damage of 
the human race.” 
By extrapolation, I assume that he 
means that these three black chil-
dren embody the victims of system-
ic racism. Yet, as I stand mystied 
in front of the panels, I do not see 
any semblance of a story that might 
frame the gures within this context 
of racial victimhood. e gures are 
isolated from each other and their 
emotions, however well conveyed, 
correspond to no evident stimulus.   
Because of these absences, the art-
ist’s justication lls me with ques-
tions about the dubious value of 
his painting: ‘What does the viewer 
learn from seeing it?’ ‘Are these kids 
the victims of our collective erasure 
of media that testify to the suering 
of people marginalized because of 
their ethnicity?’
Finally, I ask myself, ‘Does an ill-
conceived painting of black chil-
dren qualify as a legitimate partici-
pant in the hopeful racial dialogue 
pioneered at this very school, soon 
to be held at the National Race and 
Pedagogy Conference on Oct. 28-
30? If you think of it, the one-di-
mensionality of such a public ex-
ample of university creed adds no 
perspective to that dialogue. 
Sadly, the painting and its rheto-
ric champion the kind of reductive 
understanding of race that a critical 
debate tries to avoid. It oers a naïve, 
guilt-based sympathy which equates 
at portrayals of non-white people 
with an enlightened understanding 
of the complex sociohistoric power 
dynamics between ethnic groups in 
the United States.     
For discussions of race, Puget 
Sound oers some sophisticated 
venues. In the Socratic and com-
munity-oriented style, there is the 
aforementioned conference. In the 
educational realm, there are the Af-
rican American, Latin American 
and Asian Studies programs. Visits 
like that of the acclaimed playwright 
Suzan-Lori Parks provide insight 
into explorations of racial identity. 
I recommend that the library re-
assess its selection criteria for pub-
lic artwork, especially the examples 
that go beyond cultural enrichment 
and correspond to the core values 
that Puget Sound fervently espous-
es. Perhaps a sequence of poignant 
photographic portraits would do, 
or a mixed-media piece with sym-
bolism that could interest a campus 
audience unfamiliar with the ner 
points of art critique. 
However one chooses to dene it, 
diversity is important, but so is the 
aesthetic by which one represents it. 
Art—if displayed for the purpose of 
piquing concern about a sensitive 
sociopolitical issue—can under-
mine that purpose when practical 
questions of tact, appeal and word-
to-image correlation are not asked. 
Otherwise, the artwork stands, 12-
15 feet long and literal, a bold eye-
sore that will raise more brows than 
awareness. 
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By M aya  Au gusto n
Picture this: it is nighttime. A 
small child lies in bed, her mother 
sitting close by. e room is lled 
with a so, warm glow. “Goodnight 
moon, goodnight air, goodnight 
noises everywhere,” says her moth-
er, reading from the cold  plastic and 
metal she holds in her hands, as it 
casts a harsh white light onto her 
face. Does something about that 
scenario seem a bit o? 
In the last few years, we as a so-
ciety, whether we are aware of it 
or not, have assisted in, or at least 
played witness to, something horri-
ble and disturbing: the decline of the 
physical book. 
Since the 2007 release of the Am-
azon Kindle, it seems that the use of 
e-readers has become much more 
widespread. In 2009, e-books ac-
counted for about 1.5 percent of all 
book sales in the United States; in 
the rst quarter of 2010, this num-
ber grew to approximately ve per-
cent of the market (bisg.org). 
Although ve percent may not 
seem like much, just think about the 
rapid growth in the prevalence of e-
books.
While there are some advantages 
to e-books, especially in the case of 
e-textbooks, they pale in compari-
son to the long-term disadvantages 
their growing popularity suggests. 
For one thing, their cost is pro-
hibitive. Yes, an e-book costs less 
than a traditional book, averag-
ing around $9.99 (barnesandnoble.
com). is lower book price would 
be awesome, if not for the pre-req-
uisite e-reader purchase. ese “rev-
olutionizing” electronic devices, like 
any state-of-the art technology, run 
from $140-$350—the Apple iPad 
(starting at $499), which can also 
function as an e-reader, not includ-
ed. 
is high starting cost, and con-
siderable operating cost, implies a 
dark future in which only the au-
ent have access to books. In the long 
run maybe digital books are more 
cost-eective, but not if you cannot 
aord the e-reader to begin with. 
Some might argue that with time, 
e-book readers will become more ac-
cessible, like computers did. While I 
have no doubt this is true, there will 
always be those in the lowest in-
come bracket who can barely aord 
enough food to live, let alone buy 
some fancy piece of technology. Do 
they not deserve to read as much as 
anyone else?
A 2009 study by the CleanTech 
Group found that the carbon output 
of e-readers is oset aer the rst 
year. But the study leaves out the 
fact that e-readers contain polyvi-
nyl chloride, an environmental woe 
more harmful than new book pub-
lishing. 
Plus, based on the current speed 
at which technology is developing, 
consumers will nd themselves pre-
sented with “better,” models to pur-
chase every few years. And in the 
long run books will biodegrade, 
while e-readers will remain in 
dumps and landlls for many years.
en there is the scary possibil-
ity that this digital reading revolu-
tion could cause a decline in litera-
cy. Right now we are moving from 
reading books to reading electronic 
text, but what about when we move 
from reading to listening, and then 
to nothing at all? 
Surrounded by all of this fabulous 
technology, people are not reading 
as much as they used to, and who’s 
to say they would read at all if there 
were some faster way of getting the 
information to their brains?
We are faced with the loss of 
something special when we lose the 
physical book. We lose the memo-
ries associated with a favorite book. 
When we read a book o our e-
readers for the rst time, it will be 
a cold and unfamiliar experience. 
We will be unable to see the dog-
eared corners, worn bindings, and 
age-yellowed pages that tell the sto-
ry of each time we read a particu-
lar book—because they will not 
exist. ere will be no physical rep-
resentation of how much we loved a 
book. History will be lost. 
Remember the rst book you 
ever read by yourself? And the sat-
isfaction you felt at knowing that 
you had read those words, physi-
cally evidenced as you watched the 
number of pages in your le hand 
grow while the number of pages in 
your right hand shrunk. Without a 
physical book you would have only 
the memory of paging from screen 
to screen, reading alien words on a 
bright white display.
Without books, we will also lose 
libraries and bookstores. Never 
again will we have the humbling ex-
perience of walking into a room and 
nding ourselves surrounded by the 
multitude of perceptions of the hu-
man experience—the physical rep-
resentation of the history, experi-
ence and emotion of humanity.
If we lose books there will be 
nothing old or dierent—only 
brand new, homogeneous machin-
ery. We will be le only with the 
digital echoes of one of humanity’s 
greatest creations.
e-books degrading traditional reading experience
iPadding: Apple’s attempt at a comprehensive e-reader is by far the most attractive technology 
out there, but it comes at the cost of the connection that readers have with physical book pages. 
By E r i n n  C a r lso n
In Seattle only a year ago, a 
friendly street performer was beat-
en to death by three unassociated 
and underage teens who, upon tri-
al, were sentenced to only 72 weeks 
in juvenile detention because their 
ages kept them from being tried as 
adults. e brutal act appalled many 
Seattleites who were familiar with 
the “Tuba Man” Ed McMichael, but 
were more shocked by the leniency 
of the judge. 
For many, this is an all too famil-
iar situation: underage individu-
als committing crimes that would 
lock them up if they were a couple 
of years, or even a few months older. 
Yet, should there be a legalized limit 
of at what age a person can under-
stand their actions? Surely Amer-
ican citizens do not simply gain 
a conscience on their eighteenth 
birthday.
Cultural stepping stones should 
not be used to determine wheth-
er an individual can be treated as 
an adult. Instead, people should be 
psychologically evaluated to deter-
mine a generalized but exible age 
at which a citizen should be held ac-
countable for his or her actions.
e age of adulthood in the Unit-
ed States is eighteen. However, the 
global standards of what constitutes 
adulthood are largely dierent. It is 
not just to assume that independent 
of age, teenagers lack the capacity to 
act and think as adults. 
In developing countries with a 
lack of child labor laws and ear-
ly marriage for females, the age of 
adulthood is understandably much 
earlier than ours, generally ranging 
from 12-14. However, in developed 
states, the minimum age of adult-
hood is 15-16. 
Various factors legally determine 
“adulthood:” the right to marry, to 
vote, to enter military service, to 
drive and to purchase and consume 
alcohol. In the U.S., 16-year-old cit-
izens may maneuver 4000 pounds 
of steel around on busy streets and 
highways, yet they are not mature 
enough to rent a car until 25. Not 
to mention our ludicrous drinking 
age. 
None of these factors justify being 
an adult or being tried as an adult. 
at is a psychological issue that 
should be considered as such, in-
stead of the legal ability to purchase 
alcohol.
By their teens, humans under-
stand doubt, shame and guilt, all 
sensations felt aer committing an 
atrocious crime. Unless the individ-
ual is psychologically unwell, as is 
oen considered in adult cases, they 
inevitably experience these emo-
tions.
Psychologist Erik Erikson devel-
oped typologies for stages of psy-
chosocial development, stating that 
in the rst year and a half of a child’s 
life it learns to trust or mistrust. Be-
tween one and three years old, a 
child experiences shame and doubt, 
and from roughly three to six years 
of age, a child learns guilt. 
Erikson’s work claims that 6-year-
olds understand that their actions 
have consequences, which is hard 
to deny when children are seen to 
be evading punishment aer doing 
something wrong or openly express-
ing guilt aer causing trouble. 
If a child learns shame, doubt 
and guilt by the time he or she is 
six, then the ability to foresee con-
sequences should be present by the 
teenage years.
A year aer murdering Ed Mc-
Michael, one of the teens turned 18 
and committed a robbery, for which 
he was treated and punished as an 
adult. A mild crime received full 
penalty in the adult world, while 
the teen’s earlier case of manslaugh-
ter simply got him a little over a year 
in juvenile detention. Supposedly 
the teen was not mature enough at 
17 years old to be guilty of murder, 
but a year later was fully convicted 
of robbery. 
Even more than merely serving 
justice we must consider those who 
are targeted by the misled actions 
of teenagers. Ed McMichael’s mur-
der is no less signicant because the 
murderer was not an adult. It is al-
most more ludicrous that he could 
die at the hands people so young. 
e prosecution of youth needs 
to be reevaluated, analyzing the psy-
chological maturity of a suspect and 
holding them accountable for their 
illegal and violent actions.
Prosecution in youth cases too lenient, 
should be psychologically determined
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Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the box in the 
Cellar.
 e Trail will never publish 
Hey You’s that explicitly refer to 
individuals or groups, contain 
identifying information or drug 
and alcohol references, or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. 
G R I Z Z  L I S T
“HEY YOU,” awesome dance 
partner, I love the way you lie...even if 
you are a BIG problem.
 
“HEY YOU,” eating your hamster 
is mean...even if you thought it was a 
Butter nger.
“HEY YOU,” you’re the best look-
ing Christmas tree I’ve ever seen. I’d 
dance with you (and your garland) 
any day!
 
“HEY YOU,” Dining and Confer-
ence Services economist: please  x 
the prices so I know how much to pay 
when I cash-buy the same food items 
from one day to the next.
“HEY YOU,” Your empanadas 
made me foodgasm.  ey were 
THAT good.
“HEY YOU,” Regina George.  If 
you think you can push one of my 
best friends out of the way to get to 
some guy, you have another thing 
coming.  It’s on.
“HEY YOU,” thanks for the tea, 
but I still don’t think you should 
replace God as supreme ruler of the 
universe.”
“HEY YOU,” Boy with the boom-
box in his back pack who used to tool 
around campus on his little bicycle: 
won’t you come home? Please?
 
“HEY YOU,” KUPS. Try to see 
people without their clothes on. To 
clarify: gives shows to people who 
play and love great music, regardless 
of whether they employ scarves and 
vests or can talk “the talk”. 
“HEY YOU,” Facilities guy who 
I saw blowing water up-hill on the 
sidewalk between Trimble and How-
arth: ?
 
“HEY YOU,” Forgive yourself for 
something you regret.
“HEY YOU,” redheaded freshman 
IM soccer chick, I’m really digging 
your skills. How about co ee?
“HEY YOU,” KUPS, no one likes 
pretentious hipsters.
“HEY YOU,” Hot new cellar 
worker, I hope you never  nd your 
pants
“HEY YOU,” Colorado loves Cali-
fornia! Drink tea!
“HEY YOU,” Small girl in GPHI! 
You keep things classy.
“HEY YOU,” (Hands in air) 
OHMYGAWD!
“HEY YOU,” Whoever found my 
ID card and put it on the railing of 
my porch, you’re amazing and thank 
you!
“HEY YOU,” I see you all the time 
at Diversions. Now that we’ve “of-
 cially” met. Sorry I ignore you, but 
you make me nervous. Say hi and I 
promise you won’t be disappointed.
“HEY YOU,” Cultural Anthro 
teacher – I want to make love to your 
mind…
“HEY YOU,” With the retro 
Huskies wear, I want you to solve my 
di erential equations one day!
“HEY YOU,” S.U.B. Why aren’t 
you serving the same delicious food 
during the weekend like last year? I 
miss the wa  es, sushi and smoothies!
“HEY YOU,” Facilities, can we get 
more bike racks outside the library?
“HEY YOU,” Hey you, I think 
the “rule” about RA’s and residents is 
made to be broken. 
“HEY YOU,” Experience radical 
joy! It feels great!
“HEY YOU,” Asian in the onesie, 
you made my printing experience 
more enjoyable.
“HEY YOU,” Nondescript Puget 
Sound student, stop making me feel a 
certain way!
“HEY YOU,” sooner is better.
“HEY YOU,” I used to have 
really big dreams. Then I got new 
ones.
“HEY YOU,” stop asking gradu-
ated seniors that are still around 
what they’re doing. And why they 
don’t have jobs. It’s a difficult 
economy, prepare youselves.
“HEY YOU,” Hey you! Cute tall 
UT man senior person. I love see-
ing you every other Friday night. 
You make me laugh so much. Keep 
up the good work, sexy.
“HEY YOU,” work = death, 
unemployment = ?
“HEY YOU,” my deepest secret: 
I have always been two boys in 
a trench coat pretending to be a 
man.
“HEY YOU,” I love you. A lot.
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Indie-folk performer Suan Ste-
vens released his new EP on Aug. 20, 
which contains an astounding variety 
of songs  ranging from so-spoken 
indie rock songs, to folky acoustic 
ballads to over 10-minute long, sym-
phonic epics. It certainly has the same 
depth, consistency and ingenuity that 
Stevens continually exhibits in his 
full-length albums — if not more.
On the title track, “All Delighted 
People”, Stevens emphasizes the sym-
phonic aspect of his work - experi-
menting with dissonance, a variety of 
symphonic instruments, enormous 
crescendos and decrescendos and 
even complex choral arrangements. 
On “Enchanting Ghost” and “Heir-
loom,” Stevens returns to the familiar 
acoustic style that his fans were ac-
customed to hearing on Seven Swans, 
Michigan, Illinoise, etc. “From the 
Mouth of Gabriel”, my personal fa-
vorite on the EP, features toy-piano 
and subtly Bible-themed lyrics. e 
album then slows down and takes a 
slightly darker turn with “e Owl 
and the Tanager” as Stevens’ vul-
nerable falsetto coos throughout. 
Following a reprise of “All Delight-
ed People,” the closing tracks of the 
album, “Arnika” and “Djohariah,” ow 
into each other beautifully. “Arnika” is 
a disjointed but stunning song, build-
ing up until nally blooming into the 
Pink Floyd-esque psychedelia of the 
17-minute long epic, “Djohariah.” By 
the close of the album, there is an enor-
mous sense of catharsis unmatched by 
anything Stevens has released thus far.
Although many fans are dismayed 
that Stevens is not continuing his proj-
ect to create an album for each state of 
the U.S., “All Delighted People” is cer-
tainly one of the better recent additions 
to his discography. If you’re looking to 
buy a great indie album for studying or 
simply want to appreciate some fantas-
tic music, “All Delighted People” is sure 
to be a worthy choice. It is available on 
his website (asthmatickitty.com/su-
anstevens) for $5 so lucky for all you 
campus-dwelling Loggers, you won’t 
even need to go o-campus to buy it!
At the moment, there are also a cou-
ple free songs available on his website 
from his upcoming full-length album, 
e Age of Adz, which will release on 
Oct. 13 — the rst song-based full-
length album since Illinois. e songs 
“Too Much” and “I Walk” feature a 
dierent vibe from “All Delighted 
People” or any of his previous work, 
putting more emphasis on electronic 
instruments over folk instruments. 
Stevens also announced a tour, 
which will be coming through the 
Paramount eater in Seattle on 
Oct. 30. If anyone wants to see the 
master at work, tickets are available 
on Tickets.com for roughly $32. 
Stevens has announced yet another 
release (this time, a double-LP) for 
Nov. 9, and I would certainly recom-
mend keeping up with his work in the 
next few months. It is obvious that 
he has been hard at work to make up 
for his years of relative silence since 
Illinoise.  Be sure to keep an open ear 
and especially, an open heart - be-
cause Stevens’s work is always full of it.
Stevens’ “All Delighted People” EP delightful
B y  TO M M Y  S TO N E 
Upcoming: Stevens will be at the Paramount Theater in Seattle on Oct. 30 to promote his new EP.
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“I feel so blessed that I 
don’t need any convincing 
to want to write. By June I 
am so excited about having 
this finite period of time to 
just focus on writing alone”
-Laurie Frankel
“Howie the Rookie” hits the stage
 Initiating the University of Puget 
Sound eater Department into the 
new semester is the student-produced 
play “Howie the Rookie,” written by 
Mark O’Rowe. e play will be per-
formed Sept 23, 24 and 25 at 7:00 p.m. 
in Rausch Auditorium, costing four 
dollars at the door.  Bringing the play 
onto our campus are senior theater 
majors Joey Fechtel and Josh Bornstein 
“Howie the Rookie” is unlike any 
other play to have come to Puget 
Sound. Contemporary Irish author 
Mark O’Rowe imbues his work with 
the unique and rich oral history of 
Ireland in a way that Americans can 
fully comprehend and appreciate. is 
production promises the audience 
dilemmas of revenge, love of family, 
money and mistakes of a sexual nature. 
While “Howie the Rookie” has 
plot themes that seem to have a 
bit of something for everyone, 
this play pushes the limits of what 
we currently consider theater. 
“We hope the play will be a new ex-
perience for the campus. Most plays 
have either a lot of dialogue or action. 
is play uses much more monologue 
and character development,” said co-
director and actor Josh Bornstein. 
Intrigued by the monologue style 
performance of Mark O’Rowe’s 
writing they witnessed while study-
ing abroad in Dublin last year, both 
Bornstein and Fechtel hope to chal-
lenge and engage the audience. 
e play has a complex plot with 
many dierent story lines running 
throughout, engaging the characters in 
ways closely relatable to the normal in-
terpersonal interactions of the audience. 
is is not to say that the play is a 
stream of monologues that will lose 
the audience’s attention.  “Howie the 
Rookie” is full of strong language and 
visually exploding imagery that lets 
you not only feel but also smell what 
the characters are struggling through. 
e struggles of the Irish protago-
nists, played with as authentic Irish 
accents as possible, not only draw 
in the crowd but through all of the 
character’s faults oer a way the au-
dience can relate to them. Be it the 
struggle of isolation from a social 
group or social awkwardness that is 
hard to overcome, the characters in 
“Howie the Rookie” oer the viewer 
a connection of shared experiences. 
is play is an entirely independent 
project taken on by both Bornstein 
and Fetchel with the support of Puget 
Sound’s own Student eater Produc-
tions. e process of this production 
has been a long and arduous road full 
of summer Skype sessions, publicity 
campaigns, technical rehearsals and 
searching and developing the correct 
mindset for each of the characters. 
e result promises to be a wonder-
fully colloquial production that will 
engage all of the senses and take you be-
yond the norms of conventional theater. 
Rookies: Bornstein and  Fechtel will deliver performances Sept. 23, 24 and 25. 
English professor Laurie 
Frankel publishes first novel, 
“e Atlas of Love”
“Until  you actual ly write a 
novel ,  you re-
a l ly don’t  know 
if  you can write 
a novel ,”  sa id 
Pug et Sound 
professor Lau-
rie Frankel , 
who published 
her first  nov-
el ,  titled “ The 
Atlas of Love” 
on Aug .  17 
of this  year. 
According to Frankel ,  the nov-
el  is  a  l ig ht,  l iterar y stor y about 
family and friendship.  The plot 
fol lows three graduate students 
who are joined tog ether to raise 
a baby,  and details  the chal-
leng es they face a long the way. 
An on-campus Coffee Con-
versation with Frankel was 
held Thursday,  Sep.  23 in the 
Trimble Forum where the au-
thor discussed her novel  and 
her g eneral  writing process 
with those in attendance.
This weekend, Frankel wil l 
travel  to Portland for a similar 
event.  She a lso has plans to trav-
el  to San Francisco,  Mar yland 
and Pacific Lutheran University 
to further discuss her new novel .
Unlike most authors,  Fran-
kel  only submitted her novel 
to one editor before publish-
ing ,  re-writing and editing . 
“I  wrote the first  chapter 
over twelve times to satisf y my 
editor,”  she sa id.  “It  was dif-
ficult  to raise the stakes with-
out g oing into it  too slowly. 
I  would definitely say that 
the second half  of  the book 
is  better than the first  half .”
“ The Atlas of Love” was 
completed over a duration 
of  f ive and a half  summers. 
“Seattle is  just  the best place 
in the world during the summer-
time.  The weather is  perfect, 
and it  stays l ig ht out forever,” 
sa id Frankel .
B e c a u s e 
Frankel saves 
most of her 
writing for 
the summer 
break,  she is 
a lways more 
than wil l ing 
to beg in work-
ing when the 
time comes.
 “I  feel 
so blessed that I  don’t  need 
any convincing to want to 
write.  By June I  am so excited 
about having this  f inite pe-
riod of time to just focus on 
writing a lone,” sa id Frankel .
Frankel is  about one hundred 
pag es into her current project, 
which she described as ver y 
different from “ The Atlas of 
Love.” Without wanting to g ive 
too much away,   she did  men-
tion that this  novel  deals  with 
technolog y,  death,  and love. 
“ You should write about what 
you read,  and vice versa ,”  sa id 
Frankel .  Frankel’s  favorite au-
thors include David Mitchell , 
Chris  Cleave,  Barbara King 
and Will iam Shakespeare. 
“I mostly read fiction.. .  actually 
I  read a l l  the fiction I  can g et my 
hands on,  thoug h I am also into 
reading theater,”  sa id Frankel .
At the University of Pug et 
Sound, Frankel teaches In-
troduction to Eng lish Stud-
ies as  well  as  Ideas On Stag e. 
Whether in the summer 
months or year-round, Frankel 
a lways encourag es her  students 
to “write  a   lot  and read a lways.”
“Atlas of Love” (St.  Martin’s 
Press) is  currently available for 
purchase at the campus bookstore.
By MACKENZIE ABERNETHY
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As a result  of  the recent 
partnership with an exter-
nal  manag eria l  company,  the 
Pug et Sound Diner has been 
underg oing major chang es, 
and students are taking no -
tice.  Columbia Hospital ity was 
hired in July 2010 to point the 
Diner in a new direction,  and 
it  plans to revamp ever ything 
from flavors to furnishing s.
“It  seems l ike [Dining and 
Conference Ser vices] is  defi-
nitely tr ying to step up their 
g ame,” commented junior 
Charl ie Cronin.  “I ’ve no -
ticed a lot of new menu op -
tions,  especia l ly at  Full  Fare.”
Indeed,  one of the team’s 
initia l  g oals  is  increased menu 
variety.  According to Din-
ing and Conference Ser vices 
(DC S) manag er Diana Duthie, 
students can expect a larg er 
selection of proteins and reci-
pes at  both Pac Rim and Full 
Fare,  a long with increased in-
gredient labeling and display. 
After an org anizational re-
view throug hout the 2009-2010 
school year,  the orig inal  DC S 
manag ement team recognized 
that there was room for im-
provement in their  efficienc y. 
It  was then that V ice Presi-
dent of Finance and Admin-
istration Sherr y Mondou and 
Associate V ice President for 
Business Ser vices John Hickey 
made the decision to partner 
with Columbia Hospital ity,  an 
external  hospital ity manag e-
ment company based in Seattle.
“ Throug h this  partnership, 
Pug et Sound g ains immediate ac-
cess to a significant depth of ex-
pertise in leadership,  best prac-
tices and innovative approaches 
to dining ,  catering and confer-
ence ser vices,”  Hickey explained.
According to Duthie,  the first 
order of business was to stream-
line the food distribution area . 
This streamlining prompted the 
instal lation of a new self-ser ve 
hot cereal  bar,  and the reloca-
tion of the fruit ,  cereal ,  milk ,  ice 
cream and condiment stations.
“It  seems l ike a lot of thing s are 
more conveniently placed,” sa id 
sophomore Abig ail  Struxness .
Increased sustainabil ity is  a lso 
on the horizon, inspired in part 
by new Assistant Director of 
Diner Operations Melissa Flood.
“[She] has a long standing pas-
sion for working with farm-to -
table and sustainabil ity groups, 
and at one time wrote and 
hosted a daily radio program 
around the topic ,”  Hickey said.
DC S anticipates that Co -
lumbia’s  connection to a wider 
variety of suppliers  wil l  enable 
it  to connect with more local 
and green-minded companies . 
It  a lso hopes to instal l  bulk ce-
real  and milk dispensers,  and 
to switch from compostable to 
biodegradable paper products .
Larg er access to suppliers  sug -
g ests  an increased selection for 
veg an,  veg etarian and g luten-
free diners as  well ,  and plans 
for a weekly veg an/g luten-free 
lasagna nig ht are in the works.
There has even been ta lk 
of expansion.  “ The student 
population has increased a lot 
in the past two decades since 
our facil ities  were built ,”  ex-
plained Duthie.  “ We hope that 
some reconstruction in the 
future wil l  a l low for a larg er 
selection as well  as  more op -
portunities  for sustainabil ity.”
They a lso hope to beg in offer-
ing more house-made sauces and 
dressing s,  with the help of the 
kitchen’s  new sous-chef Mark 
Powers,  and,  if  space permits, 
a  soft-ser ve yog urt machine.
“ We have made a few chang es 
thus far,  but Columbia Hos-
pital ity and the entire din-
ing staff  team have other great 
ideas that wil l  be implement-
ed and communicated via the 
DC S website,”  Hickey said.
To keep up with the Din-
er ’s  daily menu specia ls ,  stu-
dents can subscribe to DC S’s 
twitter account at http ://
t w i t t e r . c o m / U P S D i n e r .
When most people think of 
summer,  the mind immedi-
ately jumps to the wonderful 
bl iss  of  a  lack of schoolwork, 
responsibil ity,  etc.   However, 
this  summer 68 Pug et Sound 
students continued their aca-
demics in the form of research 
in the science and humanities 
departments .   The symposia , 
which took place on Sept.  9 
and 14,  ser ved as the opportu-
nity to display their  hard work .
 “ The sheer variety of topics 
studied by the students reflects 
the diverse interests  of  our 
students,”  sa id Sarah Moore, 
the director of the humanities 
symposium of the projects . 
The research projects fo -
cused on a variety of differ-
ent subjects covering many 
aspects of both humanities 
and sciences .  Senior Jordan 
Carel l i  worked to character-
ize carbohydrate-active en-
zymes.   In humanities   senior 
Jay Herman conducted an in-
tensive study of Ir ving Berl in, 
a  Russian Jewish Immigrant 
but a lso a song writer of clas-
sic American and Christmas 
music.   There was even an 
ethnographic study of the 
culture of contortion done by 
Jackie Ward.  Other students 
conducted their research 
abroad and studied differ-
ent cultures  for the summer.
The symposia offered a va-
riety of presentations.  Most 
science researchers made 
posters to display their  f ind-
ing s,  but humanities  students 
took a variety of approaches. 
Presentations encorporated 
video,  musical  scores,  and 
research papers .  Some stu-
dents presented their work 
throug h performance as well . 
Sophomore Joe Bozich wrote 
a composition to convey his 
research in jazz techniques 
Moore explained that the 
research was not only valuable 
because of the information stu-
dents g ained on the topics,  but 
the projects promoted inde-
pendence and al lowed students 
to use their  academic skil ls 
in a long -term project.  For 
many students,  this  was their 
f irst  experience with long -
term independent research. 
To apply for the grants,  stu-
dents propose an idea or topic 
they would l ike to study with 
the support of a  faculty ad-
visor.   If  they are approved, 
they receive a $3,000 grant 
to do their research.  Students 
are expected to conduct re-
search ful l-time.   However, 
the 10-week-long research 
period is  not a lways easy,  and 
can sometimes be tedious. 
 “Research g oes a lot slow-
er than whatever you plan, 
so a l low for plenty of time,” 
sa id junior physics researcher 
Brooke Peaden.  Peaden’s  re-
search focused on the effects 
of  holes in brass plates on 
the vibrational modes.   She 
worked closely with an advi-
sor during the summer and 
plans to continue research on 
her topic throug hout the year. 
Junior Helen Shears spent 
the summer researching the 
histor y of queens during the 
War of the Roses,  a  period of 
civil  war in Eng land.  Her re-
search was sparked by a proj -
ect from her histor y class  and 
she wanted to find out more. 
“I  would check out stacks 
of books from the l ibrar y,  and 
that was fol lowed by intense 
hours of reading ,” sa id Shears . 
She a lso noted that this  was 
one of the most chal leng ing 
aspects of the research process . 
 “[Students] have ta lked 
extensively with their  fac-
ulty advisors,  but few others 
a long the way,” sa id Moore. 
Students conduct indepen-
dent research and help pro -
fessors on their own research 
projects .  The symposia are 
a valuble way for students 
to share their  research with 
faculty and students a l ike. 
“Hearing feedback and other 
perspectives about their  work 
is  ver y important,”  Moore said. 
 Senior Alayna Scho -
blaske spent ten weeks re-
searching the effects  of  plas-
ticizer on the earth’s  soil . 
 “Much of my research ser ved 
as prep work for my advisor ’s 
future work,” sa id Schoblaske. 
It  was rewarding to be able to 
apply the skil ls  she had learned 
in previous classes to work in 
the labs and conduct studies . 
The research symposia were 
successes for the student 
participants of 2010 sum-
mer research.   The ta lent and 
sheer creativity was echoing 
throug hout the conversations 
and reflections that took 
place during the symposia .
Change in management takes S.U.B. in new direction
 Symposia showcase student summer research
B y  G R AC E  H E E R M A N
B y  J E S S Y  LY N N
Presentation: Students in sciences present their summer research projects to many onlookers.
New: For those concerned about dining monotony, more self-serve options are available throughout all areas of the dining hall.
PHOTO COURTESY /HOLLY HARTMAN
PHOTO COURTESY/GREGORY NISSEN
More options, better labeling improve students’ dining experience
“Research goes a lot slow-
er than whatever you plan, 
so allow for plenty of time.”
-Brooke Peaden
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As you probably read in the 
note from the Editor on page 
one, e Trail is going to be do-
ing something a little bit dif-
ferent this semester, bringing a 
new section to its readers – “e 
Best of the Trail: 1910-2010.”
For those who are not aware, 
before e Trail, the Univer-
sity’s news source was titled 
“e Maroon,” and was more 
a magazine than it was a news-
paper. It was published from 
1903-1910, but only as a news-
paper in its last year of existence. 
Students must not have been 
able to shrug o the associa-
tion with their beloved maga-
zine (plus, “e Maroon” al-
ready existed as the University 
of Chicago’s school paper) so 
e Trail became the newspa-
per of e University of Puget 
Sound within the next year. 
Considering how similar these 
two papers were, sometime in 
the past 100 years the lines were 
blurred and the ocial start date 
of e Trail was written as 1910. 
us, this year, 2010, is consid-
ered the hundredth anniversary 
of our university’s newspaper. To 
celebrate this great accomplish-
ment, this section was created 
as a way to give readers glimps-
es of e Trail’s long history. 
With ten new issues coming 
out this semester, each issue will 
cover a single decade of the his-
tory of e Trail, giving readers 
insight into how our paper and 
the world have changed over 
the years, and how they have re-
mained the same.  To do this, e 
Trail, with the help of the archives 
sta at Collins Memorial Library, 
has sied through past issues of 
e Trail and found newspaper 
clippings that we found relevant, 
interesting, fun, entertaining 
and any combination therein. 
To honor our hundredth an-
niversary, we are going to start 
this year o looking at the rst 
ten years of e Puget Sound 
Trail, with additional clip-
pings from the Maroon. Enjoy. 
History 101: Intro to e Puget Sound Trail
By JACK TODD
Zoom: This advertisement from October 1911 shows the difference between the motorcycles of 
today and those of yester-year. 
A New Name: This article 
from September 1910 cites 
multiple reasons why The 
Maroon changed its name to 
The Trail, the primary reason 
for the change being to cre-
ate a unique identity for our 
university. 
Above: This article depicts 
the Associated Student Body 
elected officials in May 1917. 
The article was published three 
years before the 19th amend-
ment was passed, which gave 
the right to vote to all citizens 
regardless of gender. By simply 
looking at the attached picture 
we can see females elected 
into office. Even decades ago 
our school was pioneering 
forward.
Left: A cover of the trail from 
1916. 
Above: The first cover of 
The Maroon from September 
1903.
Left: Who ever knew that 
in October 1914 U.P.S. had 
a Glee Club? Also notice 
the ads at the bottom of the 
page. 
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Extra! Extra!: These advertisements from September 1911 and November 1913 are more examples of how different things were early in the 20th century. Notice both 
the prices found in the ads and the street names, not to mention the telephone numbers. 
Leatherheads: As evidenced by this article from October 1911, some things just never change. We 
at The Trail are still optimistic, however, and like to think we are always getting better.
Left: A pair of jokes from a 1911 issue of The Trail. 
Right: For all your college needs, go to Puget Sound’s year 1911 themed bookstore.
World News: This article on world events was published in 
October of 1913.  It was a rare article for The Trail at this time 
because initially the paper dealt only with campus news and not 
world news. Today, The Trail includes far more world-related 
articles than in 1913. 
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e Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work. e views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reect those of the Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, 
concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor. 
Explorer hunts freshmen
Claims he mistook them for “pack of baboons”
Sir Reginald ornbladderly III, 
a world-famous hunter and facial-
hair enthusiast, was arrested for the 
shooting of 17 freshmen leaving a 
party last Friday. Sir ornblad-
derly, a near-sighted, mustachioed 
man with an odd resemblance to 
author James Joyce, claims that the 
shooting was a simple case of mis-
taken identity.
“I meant no harm to any fellow 
human,” ornbladderly said. “But 
I sincerely thought those ‘fresh 
men’, as you call them, were a pack 
of drunken, savage baboons.”
Upon seeing the 17 freshmen 
walking down Union Ave., orn-
bladderly shot them with a high-
powered musket he had slung over 
his shoulder. at was how Eric 
Perez, an 18-year old freshman 
and one of ornbladderly’s vic-
tims, described the attack.
“It was crazy, man,” Perez ex-
plained. “Me and my roommate 
and some other guys from our 
oor and some guys my room-
mate knows and some other peo-
ple we met had just le this party 
‘cuz there was no more beer. Actu-
ally, we ran out with the keg. Any-
ways, we heard about this other 
party somewhere else, and there 
was this girl there that had texted 
me who I think wants me…” Per-
ez rambled on for 2 more minutes 
about other parties he had been to 
and how awesome it is to be at col-
lege before he was asked to focus 
on the shooting.
“We were just walking down the 
street,” Perez continued, “pulling 
signposts out of the ground and 
stu. And in front of the football 
stadium, the guy who wrote Ul-
ysses and dressed like Crocodile 
Hunter sees us and yells, ‘my god, 
baboons!’ He was carrying this 
old-ass rie and shot me with it in 
the leg!”
Sir ornbladderly had to re-
load his musket aer each shot, a 
process that takes 2 minutes each 
time, but he continued to shoot 
the 16 remaining freshmen. When 
asked why they did not run away 
or simply overpower the elder-
ly Sir ornbladdery, most of the 
freshmen gave this reason: “We 
wanted to see if he would let us 
shoot the gun. Also, we all wanted 
to be in the news…It seemed like 
a good idea at the time.”
None of the musket balls even 
pierced the skin. Consequently, all 
17 students have made complete 
recoveries. However, they still in-
sist that they cannot walk to class-
es.
e victims of the shooting are 
willing to forgive Sir ornblad-
derly, stating that all they want is 
an apology and “a chance to shoot 
[Sir ornbladderly’s] gun.”
is is not the rst time a senile 
explorer has mistaken students for 
wild animals. It happens almost 
every year, actually. Take last year, 
when Kingston Huepla VI mis-
took a wandering horde of fresh-
men for “a pack of oversized lem-
mings looking for a cli to jump 
o.” Huepla trapped all the stu-
dents and sold their pelts.
Sir ornbladderly, who has 
hunted the most rare and danger-
ous of game on all 7 continents, is 
awaiting trial but continues to in-
sists that he is innocent.  
“You have groups of 20 ra-
bid, hairy beings,” Sir ornblad-
derly began, “all red in the face 
and howling into the dark, dark 
night…I could swear I’ve run 
into those types of apes before 
in the River Congo.” He added, 
“Man must have a primeval dark-
ness that I thought existed only in 
nightmares.”
Cross your words and 
hope to die  By Suzy Spongeworthy
Aer Senate Republicans on 
Tuesday blocked the legislation that 
would have repealed the “don’t ask, 
don’t tell” law in the military, Dem-
ocrats are now scrambling to intro-
duce a new bill which they hope 
will be met with greater success. 
“e idea of liing the gay ban 
was unpopular with the GOP,” sen-
ate majority leader Harry Reid, D-
Nev., said, “but that’s only because it 
would allow gays to openly join the 
military armed forces. What we are 
proposing now is that we repeal the 
ban, but take all gays and put them 
in their very own military band. It 
seems like a perfectly reasonable 
compromise.” 
With November elections loom-
ing, many Democrats see this new 
bill (nicknamed “play brass, don’t 
yell”) as their last chance to change 
what many consider to be an unjust 
law.
“We have not yet spoken with any 
gay rights representatives on this 
new bill,” Reid said, “but we are cer-
tain this will be exactly what they’re 
looking for. Who doesn’t like trum-
pets?”
Already the new proposal is caus-
ing great excitement across the aisle 
and many of the Republicans who 
voted down the rst bill are perking 
up their ears.
“When I rst heard about the 
military band idea, I shook my head 
‘no’ and stomped my feet,” Sen. John 
Frankfurt, R-Ark., said. “at’s what 
I was told to do whenever the Dem-
ocrats propose anything. But once I 
listened a little bit, I think I really 
like this bill. I want all gay folk in 
one place so I can know where they 
are. I hate it when they blend in and 
I don’t know who I should teach my 
children to be prejudiced against.”
In a press release on Wednes-
day, President Obama elded sev-
eral questions about the new bill 
and tried to alleviate concerns with 
some detailed specics on the leg-
islation. 
“Look, gays and lesbians are the 
bedrock of this country,” the Pres-
ident said, “and that’s what it’s all 
about. Sometimes you’ve got to 
take your bedrock and make sure it 
doesn’t get all mixed up with your 
other bedrock. Make sense?”
ACROSS
2. Commonplace drug used by college students
5. Name of Jim and Pam’s daughter from e Oce
7. e vocabulary of bros
9. Caustic TV doc
10. Our upcoming football opponent Whittier’s hilarious mascot
11. Setting of True Blood, rhymes with Ron om
DOWN
1. Faux pants that outrage many on campus
2. Fixation of many LOLCats (“I can haz ________”)
3. A working woman, arguably a prostitute
4. Recent local music festival
5. “I’ve got a lovely bunch of _______”
6. Accent of aforementioned caustic TV doc in real life
8. Street that leads you to the S.U.B.
12. Overlap of Logger and hipster fashion
By LE SOUNDEN DEFURY
James Joyce: Author 
of Ulysses and Sir 
Thornbladderly look-alike.
Democrats aim to replace 
gay ban with gay band
DEAR LOVE ATTORNEY:
I have married a woman—let 
us call her Ms. Haze. She was my 
landlord of sorts, but I do not 
love her. No! I am only using 
her, in order that I may be clos-
er to the nymphet of her daugh-
ter; let us call her Lolita. Lolita is 
only the subtle, pure age of 11 or 
12. I cannot help myself, you see, 
but I am not sick! I simply need 
your advice: should I drop this 
charade of feigning love with a 
sad, twilighted woman in order 
to reach (what some may call) 
immoral, perverse desires…or 
should I continue with my plan 
so I may get this most seraph-
like of nymphets, that re of my 
loins, Lolita?
Perhaps against my better 
judgement, my future course of 
action rests on the sagacity of 
your reply.
Humbly yours,
Humbert Humburn 
DEAR HUMBURN:
You write fancy. I nd this of-
fensively un-American. So con-
sider yourself lucky that I am 
even answering your question. 
I know what you feel— the 
guilt, the shame —it’s not fun. I 
used to live with a woman that I 
was not particular to. However, 
I lived with her for years if only 
because she fed me, cleaned up 
aer me and gave me a home 
(this woman happened to be my 
mother). Looking back on it, I re-
alize that was a pretty good deal. 
Consider this: if you divorce 
this woman, you’ll be out on the 
street, with nobody to cook your 
food or atten your suits. And 
what’s more, you’ll have a brat-
ty, demanding ‘nymphet,’ as you 
call her, asking for her allowance. 
I say dump them both and write 
a fancy book about it.
Love,
e Love Attorney
By OEDIPUS TEX
“This is not the first time 
a senile explorer has 
mistaken students for wild 
animals. It happens almost 
every year.”
COMIC COURTESY DAVID COHN
CHECK OUT THE TRAIL ONLINE: http://trail.pugetsound.edu
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Loggers run hard at Sundodger Invitational
By ANTHEA AASEN
The Logger cross country ath-
letes had a great showing at their 
pre-season meet on September 
5 in Walla Walla, Washington. 
The athletes ran an impressive 
2 kilometers longer than their 
normal distances.  Seniors Hay-
ley Walker (Cambria, Calif.) and 
Marnie Hazelhurst (Portland, 
Ore.) led the women’s side with 
sixth and ninth place finishes in 
their 4K run. On the men’s side, 
freshmen Wes Finger (Deming, 
Wash.) and Robert Harkins (Eu-
reka, Calif.) finished in 13th and 
14th place running the 6K. 
When asked if he thinks his 
team can improve upon their 
times for the next meet, head 
coach Mike Orechia said, “Be-
cause both genders are running 
2K longer than last time there 
is no comparison. We have nev-
er run 4K/6K races prior to this 
year so we have no data to make 
a comparison. For those who ran 
this race last year we look for 
improved times from last year.”
On Sept. 17, the Loggers par-
ticipated in the Sundodger Cross 
Country Invitational in Seattle. 
This marked their first official 
meet of the season.
 According to Coach Orechia, 
“We consider this our first meet 
of the season. Both men and 
women will be running their 
championship distance for each 
race. We are looking for a strong 
competitive effort.”
Both men’s and women’s cross 
country teams had a great show-
ing, setting four personal bests 
on Saturday. Hazelhurst again 
led the women’s side with an im-
pressive 23:28.23, which puts 
her time at 17th on the Loggers’ 
all-time list. Hazelhurst ended 
up placing 48th in the race with 
sophomore Carrie Keith (Erie, 
Colo.) behind her in 66th place.
Sophomore Teva Vollmer 
(Centennial, Colo.), who set a 
personal best of 25:36.76, said, 
“It went pretty good. It was a 
learning experience, but we did 
a pretty good job at competing.”
The Logger men also had 
two personal bests on their 
team with junior Robbie Brew-
er (Winnetka, Ill.) finishing 
27:46.85 and sophomore Tony 
Charvoz, (Sandpoint, Idaho) 
finishing 28:23.00. However, the 
men’s side of this race seemed 
to be dominated by newcomers. 
Freshman Robert Harkins had 
an impressive first meet of his 
college career; he was the first 
man across the finish line for the 
Loggers, finishing in 25th place 
with a time of 25:54.30. Next in 
line to finish was another fresh-
man, Wes Finger, who placed 
70th with a time of 26:59.63.
The next competition for the 
men’s and women’s cross coun-
try teams will be in two weeks 
in Salem, Ore., for the Chuck 
Bowles Invitational. 
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Clean Slate: Sophomore Chris McDonald clears a ball during a shutout victory against Willamette
Logger youth 
prevails on pitch
By HANNAH CHASE
The Northwest Conference 
season began last weekend, the 
18 and 19 of September, and in 
the rain and shine, the varsity 
men’s soccer team pulled through 
with a pair of  weekend victories 
against Linfield and Willamette. 
“We only have one senior and 
four juniors on our roster, so 
each game we feel we are gain-
ing valuable experiences that get 
us closer to becoming a team that 
can compete for a conference 
championship,” Coach Reece Ol-
ney said.
Although the team is young and 
they have not been playing with 
each other long, the team plays as 
one cohesive unit. The freshmen 
are talented additions to the team 
and will prove beneficial as con-
ference play continues.  
“They [the freshmen] put 
across the message we want to 
present to the school.  They are 
hardworking, smart and they 
have the talent and the experi-
ence necessary for the team to do 
well this season,” said senior Kyle 
Benson (Lynwood, Wash.)
“I have enjoyed every moment 
with the team. From preseason 
up until now it has been very in-
spiring,” freshman Landon Gau-
thier (Fox Island, Wash.) said.  
The first game of Northwest 
Conference play continued the 
Loggers’ successful season.  The 
Loggers’ two first half goals al-
lowed the team to defend home 
field against the Wildcats with a 
2-1 victory.  
Linfield dominated the field in 
the first few minutes of the game 
with nine goal attempts.  How-
ever, momentum increased as 
Gauthier took a penalty kicked 
and put the Loggers on the board 
with a 1-0 lead.  
As the first half was winding 
down, the ball was placed in the 
box. There was a scramble for 
possession, but freshman An-
drew White (Steamboat Springs, 
Colo.) was able to push the ball 
to the back of the net as the half-
time buzzer sounded.  
Linfield made their first goal 
in the 80th minute of the game 
but were unable to push past the 
Loggers’ strong defense and the 
talent of the Logger goalkeeper, 
sophomore Christopher McDon-
ald (Newton, Mass.)  
The Loggers continued a 2-0 
weekend with their victory over 
Willamette on 19 September. Wil-
lamette played a defensive game 
during the first half, only allow-
ing the Loggers to make three at-
tempts at goals.  
The second half of play proved 
tense, with each team vying to be 
on the board. A foul outside the 
box placed the ball with Gauth-
ier, who found junior Peter Rus-
sell (Beavercreek, Ore.) to the 
left of the box.  Russel crossed 
the ball to Benson, who drove the 
ball into the net for the first goal 
of the game.
Pressure from Willamette in-
creased, but the Loggers respond-
ed by adding another point to the 
board.  Sophomore Ryan Rash 
(Federal Way, Wash.) placed the 
ball perfectly into the upper left-
hand corner of the net.  
The Bearcats were unable to 
counter the 2-0 cushion the Log-
gers held.  The Loggers earned 
their fourth shutout of the sea-
son.
The Loggers will continue 
Northwest Conference play away 
against Whitworth this weekend.  
www.GrandCinema.com
Tickets are
$6.50 with 
your 
student ID!
GET LOW (PG-13)
Fri: 2:00, 4:25, 6:40, 9:00
Sat/Sun: 11:40a, 2, 4:25, 6:40, 9:00
Mon-Thurs: 2:00, 4:25, 6:40, 9:00
MAO’S LAST DANCER (PG)
Fri: 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
Sat/Sun: 12:30, 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
Mon-Thurs: 3:00, 5:30, 8:00
MADEMOISELLE 
CHAMBON (NR)
Fri-Tues: 1:30, 6:00, 8:10
Wed: 1:30, 8:10
Thurs: 1:30, 6:00, 8:10
CAIRO TIME (PG)
Fri: 1:50, 4:10, 6:15, 8:25
Sat/Sun: 11:50a, 1:50, 4:10, 6:15, 8:25
Mon-Thurs: 1:50, 4:10, 6:15, 8:25
THE KIDS ARE 
ALL RIGHT (R)
Fri-Thurs: 3:45
Freshmen men, senior women look strong on rainy day in Seattle
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Set Up: Junior Juliette Witous looks for a teammate during the Loggers’ win over Whitman.
By DAVID THIRLBY
Entering Saturday night’s game 
at 5-3, the Puget Sound volleyball 
team looked focused and condent 
to play in front of the Logger faith-
ful for the rst time this season. 
Even without fan favorite junior Bri 
Boyce (Kent, Wash.), it was evident 
that the Loggers were not going to 
be denied a victory by the Whit-
man Missionaries. 
e two teams met earlier in the 
season, resulting in a frustrating 
loss for the Loggers when the Mis-
sionaries took them to a h game 
before winning 3-2. Friday night 
was a dierent story.
Looking slightly rusty in the rst 
game, the Loggers hit a meager .079 
as a team, but still managed to eek 
out a 25-23 win. 
Aer some minor adjustments 
by Loggers’ Coach Mark Massey, 
the team came out on re, hitting 
.50 in the second game, while not 
allowing the Missionaries a single 
kill. 
Needless to say, when the Log-
gers play up to their true poten-
tial, they will be nearly impossible 
to beat. With experienced veteran 
leadership and great depth, the sky 
is the limit for this team. 
Senior Captain Natalie Mon-
ro (Eagle, Idaho) feels no dier-
ent, “We have a really talented team 
with a lot of depth, so I think we 
will really go really far this season,” 
she said. 
e third game proved to be a 
little dicult, but aer keeping the 
pressure on the Missionaries for the 
entirety of the game, the Loggers 
were able to complete the three- 
game sweep, winning 26-24. 
e Puget Sound volleyball team 
did not disappoint in their home 
opener, and as Monro said, “Af-
ter losing to them in preseason, it 
felt great to take them in three last 
night.  It was a great way to start 
conference play.”  
e following night, the women 
Loggers took the court against the 
Whitworth Pirates.
e Loggers looked strong aer 
starting o by winning the rst two 
games.  However, the Pirates ral-
lied, winning 25-22 and 25-18 in 
the third and fourth games.  In the 
nal game, the Pirates prevailed, 
winning 15-9.  
Yet again, the issue of consistency 
seemed to be at the forefront of  the 
discussion.  Although early in the 
season, the players all know how 
important developing this consis-
tency as a unit will be as they con-
tinue conference play. 
 Junior Erika Greene (Sandy, 
Utah) characterized the team, say-
ing, “We are a great team with more 
potential than I have ever been a 
part of before.  When we play our 
game and fulll that potential con-
sistently, we will be unstoppable.”  
e team’s leadership will be 
helpful in the upcoming stretch 
and it won’t be too long before this 
team is ring on all cylinders.  
e Logger volleyball team will 
travel south this coming weekend 
of Sept. 24 and 25 for games against 
Lineld and Willamette.
Volleyball looking to establish consistency
By ZACH BANKS
The Puget Sound women’s 
soccer team is on a roll fol-
lowing a pair of victories this 
past weekend against Wil-
lamette and Lewis and Clark. 
The triumph on Friday over 
the Bearcats came after a hard 
fought battle, which eventual-
ly ended after junior Theresa 
Henle (Issaquah, Wash.) found 
the back of the net in the sec-
ond overtime to give the Log-
gers a 2-1 win. 
The Loggers controlled the 
ball well throughout regula-
tion, but could only manufac-
ture one goal, which came in 
the 42nd minute from senior 
Serwaah Fordjour (Shoreline, 
Wash.). Willamette came back 
and tied the game at one in the 
48th minute. Junior Mikaela 
Freeman (Alameda, Calif.) nar-
rowly missed a header in the 
56th minute that would have 
given the Loggers a 2-1 advan-
tage in regulation time, but the 
shot unfortunately fell harm-
lessly from the crossbar.
The victory in the confer-
ence opener over Willamette 
got the Loggers off to a positive 
start in Northwest Conference 
play. The Loggers took the mo-
mentum from Friday’s win into 
Saturday’s match-up with the 
Lewis and Clark Pioneers. This 
time Puget Sound would take 
control early and never relin-
quish their advantage. 
Henle scored the first goal 
of the day, extending her goal 
streak to three consecutive 
games after punching one in 
after just one minute of play. 
Sophomore Gabbi Duhl (Oak-
land, Calif.) had the second 
goal of the match for the Log-
gers after finding the net just 
after the beginning of the sec-
ond half. Freeman also tallied 
a goal and an assist on the day 
as she scored in the 63rd min-
ute and was responsible for 
the pass that generated Duhl’s 
goal. 
There was a huge discrep-
ancy between the number of 
shots taken during the match, 
as the Loggers posted 28 shots 
compared to Lewis and Clark’s 
mere five. The shutout post-
ed by the Logger’s goaltenders 
was the second of the season 
for Puget Sound and improved 
their Northwest Conference re-
cord to 2-0, a feat the Loggers 
can be proud of with such a 
young roster.
“The team’s coming together 
nicely,” said Henle. “A lot of new 
players are stepping into major 
roles, but we’re very excited for 
the rest of the season.”
The Loggers will go on the 
road to take on the Whitworth 
Pirates and Whitman Mission-
aries next weekend and hope to 
continue their winnings away 
from Tacoma. Whitworth cur-
rently has a 2-1 record in con-
ference play while Whitman 
sits at 1-2. The unbeaten Log-
gers have generated signifi-
cant momentum going into this 
weekend’s games and expect 
nothing less than another pair 
of victories. 
“This is our longest road 
trip of the year and it’s always 
a challenge, but one we always 
look forward to,” said Henle. 
She will have a personal chal-
lenge this weekend as she at-
tempts to extend her goal-scor-
ing streak to four games as she 
leads a very potent Logger of-
fense. 
If Puget Sound sweeps Whit-
worth and Whitman on their 
trip to Eastern Washington this 
weekend, Northwest Confer-
ence opponents will undoubt-
edly have their work cut out for 
them to upend the Loggers in 
conference play.
Women’s soccer off to fast start as 
Northwest Conference play opens
In Control: Junior Mikaela Freeman focuses on an incoming 
ball during a weekend game against Willamette.
“We are a great team with 
more potential than I have ever 
been a part of before.  When we 
play our game and fulll that 
potential consistently, we will be 
unstoppable.” 
  - Erika Greene
Henle shouldering early season scoring 
load for Loggers
